
Wilde, Oscar, 1854-1900, Quotations, English, Wilde, Oscar, 1854-1900 -- Quotations, English, Publisher, [Los Angeles] Stanyan Books. Collection, inlibrary; printdisabled; internetarchivebooks; china. Â Books to Borrow. Books for People with Print Disabilities. Internet Archive Books. Scanned in China. Uploaded by ttscribe25.hongkong on March 1, 2018. SIMILAR ITEMS (based on metadata). Terms of Service (last updated 12/31/2014). Wilde Oscar. A comprehensive selection of his quips, aphorisms, and wit. One of the most well known personalities of his day, Oscar Wilde charmed and beguiled readers and audiences with his eloquent and biting observations, his smart quips, and the witticisms peppering his own speech and the speech of his characters. The Wisdom of Oscar Wilde collects both his best-loved quotes and longer excerpts, revealing a man wise to human nature and his times. This is a bibliography of works by Oscar Wilde, a late-Victorian Irish writer. Chiefly remembered today as a playwright, especially for The Importance of Being Earnest, and as the author of The Picture of Dorian Gray; Wilde's oeuvre includes criticism, poetry, children's fiction, and a large selection of reviews, lectures and journalism. His private correspondence has also been published.